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INTRODUCTION
“Sports not only build character, they also reveal it.”
(Heywood Hale Broun Sportscaster.)
The Integrated Sports Training Programme (ISTP) has been specially
designed to motivate students towards sports, as an extra-curricular pursuit.
This is primarily aimed at identifying talented students and providing them with
special training for participation in various inter-collegiate sports events like the
annual Inter-IISER Sports Meet (IISM). We hope that this programme will also
provide a platform that would help channel their energy towards physical
fitness and health.
The programme has been divided into two levels. Students will be
awarded with certificates upon completion of each level.
Level 1: This will be offered in the first semester of each academic year.
Please note that the successful completion of Level 1 is mandatory for
all students who wish to qualify for participation in the IISM and other
events. Upon completion of Level 1, outstanding students will be selected for
the various events in the IISM (or other events), based on their overall
performance in the ISTP.
Level 2: This will be offered in the second semester of each academic year.
Please note that the completion of Level 1 is a pre-requisite for Level 2.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTION:
Integrated Certificate Programme for BS-MS Students

S. No.

Discipline

Students Intake

Gender

1.

Athletics

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys and Girls

2.

Badminton

05(Min) - 15(Max)

Boys and Girls

3.

Basketball

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys and Girls

4.

Chess

05(Min) - 10(Max)

Boys and Girls

5.

Cricket

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys

6.

Football

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys

7.

Kho-Kho

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys

8.

Kabaddi

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys

9.

Table-Tennis

05(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys and Girls

10

Volleyball

10(Min) - 25(Max)

Boys and Girls

205
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1

ST

SEMESTER

SYLLABUS

ATHLETICS

1. Track events:100m. , 200 m., 400 m., 800 m., 1500 m., 3000 m.
2. Field events:A. Throwing events:Shot put, Discus throws, Javelin throws.
B. Jumping events:Long jump
3. Team events:4*100 m relay
4*400 m relay.
Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical Fitness test for Athletics
S. no.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Test Name
Endurance Test
Speed Test
Agility Test
Standing Broad Jump
Sit Ups Test (30 sec.)

Description
2 - 5 k.m. Continuous run
80 m. Sprint
30*4 m. (Shuttle run)
Measured Leg Strength
Measured Abdominal Strength
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Fundamental skills of Athletics
1

st

Semester: Basic physical & skills training Level 1

Training to Develop Strength There are three kinds of strength; static strength, explosive strength and dynamic strength.
Static strength
This is used when you try to move an immoveable object, or carry a heavy
object There is no movement of the object
The muscles do not change length (isometric contraction)
Explosive strength
Used when exerting a force in a short, fast
burst For example throwing a ball or long jump
Dynamic strength
Repeatedly applying force, over a long
period Similar to muscular endurance
For example when performing reps when weight training
ENDURANCE-There are two kinds of endurance:
Muscular
Your muscles can continue to exert a lot of force for a long period
The feeling of heaviness and weakness means your muscles are fatiguing
Athletes with high muscular endurance have higher proportions of slow twitch muscle fibers
Muscular endurance can be increased through weight training
Cardiovascular
Your heart and lungs can keep your muscles supplied with Oxygen throughout exercise
The harder your muscles work the more oxygen they need, so the heart and breathing rates rise
The better your CV system is, the slower your heart rate is because you pump more blood with
each beat
You can improve your CV endurance through aerobic training
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Aerobic vs. Anaerobic
Respiration is the way in which energy is released from the food we eat. Respiration can be either
aerobic or anaerobic:
Aerobic
Means with Oxygen
Your heart and lungs supply enough Oxygen to the muscles to maintain the level of
exercise This equation explains the process of respiration:
Glucose + Oxygen = Carbon dioxide + Water + Energy
The Carbon dioxide and water are breathed out. Water is also lost through sweat
As long as you get enough Oxygen to the muscles, this can continue for long periods
Anaerobic
Means without Oxygen
Your heart and lungs do not supply enough Oxygen to the muscles to maintain exercise
This is the equation:
Glucose = Lactic acid + Energy
Lactic acid builds up in the muscles because there isn't enough
Oxygen Lactic acid makes your muscles feel very tired and heavy
Soon enough you have to slow down or stop altogether
SPEED
Speed is a combination of reaction time and movement time:
Reaction time is the time it takes you to respond to a stimulus (such as a goalie responding to a shot
in football or the starter’s gun)
Movement time is the time it takes to perform a movement (such as sprinting to catch an opponent or the
arm speed in a golf swing)
Speed can be improved through training which concentrates on strength and technique, although
some factors may limit your speed:
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1. Inherited characteristics - such as the number of fast twitch fibers you have
2. Body shape and size - bone structure, weight and muscle size will affect how quickly you
can move
3. Event duration - over longer distances, it is not possible to run at full speed throughout
FLEXIBILITY has many different names, such as mobility and suppleness, but they are all the
same thing. Flexibility is how far your joints move which depends on the elasticity of your muscles.
Being flexible is really important in most sports, not just ballet and gymnastics! Being flexible helps:
Make your movements more efficient, meaning you have more energy available for other
aspects of your performance
Avoid injuries as flexible muscles are not as easy to over stretch
Flexible people generally have better posture which helps avoid aches and pains, as well as
back problems and eventual deformity
Stretching helps to prepare you for exercise as it is a good way of warming up
Improving Flexibility
Stretching regularly is the best way of improving your flexibility. Stretches can be either active or passive:

Active Stretches
You move the joint to the point where you can feel a gentle stretch in the muscle
belly Hold the position, don't bounce
If the stretching sensation fades, move a little further into the stretch until it returns and hold
again Stretches shouldn't hurt, if it does, ease off
Passive Stretching
This involves a partner moving your body part for you
For example they may lift your leg up when you lay on the floor to stretch your hamstrings
It is important that you communicate with your partner to tell them when you can feel a
stretch, when it fades and most importantly, if it hurts
It is important to work towards being flexible all over you body. Most people will have flexible knee joints,
because we use them more on a day-to-day basis and regularly stretch the quadriceps and hamstrings.
However, most people have very inflexible hips and backs because they are not so commonly stretched.
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COORDINATION ABILITY –

Coordination is the ability to use the body parts and senses together to produce smooth efficient
movements. We have all seen someone who is uncoordinated; their movement looks awkward and
shaky. Being co-ordinate is vital in all sports, for example hand-eye coordination in racket sports and
the co-ordination to use the opposite arm and leg when sprinting.

Rules of the game –In accordance to law book
Fundamental training of athletics skills –According to event.
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 2

Mass Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game, cross
country running.
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Basketball
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit ups test (30 sec.)
Seated Basketball throw

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
20 m. sprint
10*6 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength
Measured arm strength

Fundamental skills of Basketball
1

ST

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5), Endurance (cf. page 5-6), Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility
(cf. page 7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Basketball rules, Development of the Fundamental skill of Basketball. (Shooting, Dribbling,
Passing, Receiving, Offence, Defense, Rebounding.)
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 2

Mass physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic exercise, Group tactics, (one on one,
two on two, three on three, four on four), Minor game, Group tactics and team tactics
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BADMINTON
Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Badminton
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit ups test (30 sec.)
Seated medicine ball throw

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
20 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength
Measured arm strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Badminton, rules of the game - According to the rule book

2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Mass Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game,
minor games
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1

st

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Rules of the game – According to rule book
Fundamental skills of Chess, History of the game, terminologies of the game, strategies and tactics of
the game, variation of attack and defense.

2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level

Match practice, Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game.
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Cricket
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Visual fitness test
Flexibility test
Seated medicine ball throw

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
20 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Better visual fitness and quick response
Sit and back
Measured arm strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Cricket
1. Batting: 1.Grip 2.Stance 3.Back lifts 4.Defensive batting 5.Stroke.
2. Bowling 1.Out swing 2.In swing 3.Leg spin 4.Off spin 5.Googly
3. Fielding Position: According to the bowler.
nd

2 Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2
Fielding Position: According to the fielder, yoga and gym.
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Football
Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Football
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit-ups test (30 sec.)

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
50 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Football, History of the game, Laws of the game, set plays, Attack and
defense, Sports injuries and its rehabilitation
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Terminologies of the game, Weight training exercises, Recreational game.
Meditation and Yoga
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Kabaddi
S.NO.

Test Name

Description

1.

Endurance test

1 k.m. continuous run

2.

Speed test

50 m. sprint

3.

Agility test

10*4 m. shuttle run

4.

Standing broad jump

Measured leg strength

5.

Sit-ups test (30 sec.)

Measured abdominal strength

1

st

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Kabaddi, History of the game, Laws of the game, set plays, Attack and
defense, Sports injuries and its rehabilitation.
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Mass Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game,
minor games
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Kho -Kho
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit-ups test (30 sec.)

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
50 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Kho-Kho, History of the game, Rules of the game, set plays, Attack and
defense, Sports injuries and its rehabilitation
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Mass Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game,
minor games
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Table-Tennis
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit ups test (30 sec.)

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
50 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Table-Tennis, History of the game, Rules of the game, Attack and defense,
Grips and footwork ,equipments guides , Strokes, Counters (Forehand and back hand.
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Mass Physical training, Callisthenic training movements, Aerobic Exercise, Recreational game,
minor games, terminologies of the game
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Volleyball
S.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1

st

Test Name
Endurance test
Speed test
Agility test
Standing broad jump
Sit-ups test (30 sec.)
Pushups (30 sec.)

Description
1 k.m. continuous run
20 m. sprint
10*4 m. shuttle run
Measured leg strength
Measured abdominal strength
Measured arm strength

Semester: Basic physical & skills training level 1

Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
Fundamental skills of Volleyball, History of the game, Rules of the game and development of the
basic skills of volleyball (dig pass, volley pass, various types of service, smash and blocking)
2

nd

Semester: Basic physical & skill training level 2

Particular game training to develop the game strategy, individual tactics, group tactics and team
tactics, training for spikers, setter and libero, training for reception and defense system.
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Selection based on general physical fitness test
Physical fitness test for Taekwondo
S.NO. Test Name
1.
Endurance test

Description
1 k.m. continuous run

2.

Speed test

20 m. sprint

3.

Agility test

10*4 m. shuttle run

4.

Standing broad jump

Measured leg strength

5.

Sit-ups test (30 sec.)

Measured abdominal strength

Basic physical & skills training
Training to develop strength (cf. page 5) Endurance (cf. page 5-6) Speed (cf. page 7), Flexibility (cf. page
7), Coordination ability (cf. page 8)
History of the game
Fundamental skills of taekwondo
1. Apchukey kick
2. Hammer kick 1
3. Hammer kick 2
4. Hammer kick 3
5. Punching
6. Blocking
7. Pushukin
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Advance training for taekwondo
1. Ladder drill for taekwondo. (Speed and strength)
2. Ply metrics for taekwondo
3. Heavy rope training taekwondo.
4. Ply metrics for taekwondo. (Strength speed and power)
5. Spring footwork for taekwondo

The training aids included:
* Key tips on getting the most out of your training.
* Breathing control education.
* Easy to understand instruction on how to obtain basic stance.
* Clear and simple instruction and tips on taekwondo kicking techniques needed for
grading. *A step by step breaks down of how to do new one step sparring techniques.
*Free sparring techniques to improve your balance, counter attacking and
reflexes. *Tips and advice on how to be technically correct.
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Yoga
Basic of Yoga
History of yoga and its expansion
1. Brief introduction of yoga
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Meaning of Yoga
Aims of Yoga- According to Patanjali –Yama, Niyam, Asana, Pranayam, Pratyahar, Dharna,
Dhyan, Samadhi.
Types of yoga- karma yoga, gyan yoga, hath yoga, raj yoga, mantra yoga, laya yoga, bhakti
yoga, kundalini yoga, and suryanamaskar .

2. Asana
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Meaning of asana
Types of asana
Hints and rule of asana
Importance of yoga asana
Some important asana for youngsters
1. Padmasanasana
2. Vajrasana
3. Hastapadasana
4. Vrikshasana
5. Dhanurasana

3. Pranayam
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Meaning of Pranayama
Objectives of Pranayama
Types of Pranayama
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Suryabhedana
1. Ujjayi
2. Sheetali
3. Sheetkari
4. Anulom-vilom(Nadhisodhan)
5. Kapalbhati
4. Bandh/kriyas
1. Uddyan bandh
2. Vahya (Mahabandh)
3. Jalneti
4. kunjal

5. Meditation
1. Yogic breathing
2. Yoga nidra and chanting
3. Om yoga chanting
4. Suryanamaskar

6. Special yoga
.

1. Special yoga for a weight loss and a strong toned body fitness.
2. Cardio blends yoga for weight loss in 30 seconds.
3. Free style fitness yoga.
4. Core workout yoga.
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SPECIAL FEATURE:-

Self defense program for IISER Bhopal Community.
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MEMORABLE MOMENTS: INTER IISER SPORTS MEET 2013-14
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Timings For The Sports Training :SPORTS

TIMING

COACH NAME

Basket Ball

2:15 PM to 9:15 PM

Sunita Verma

Volleyball

6:30 AM to 2:30 PM

Ankur Sadhya

Athletics

6:30 AM to 2:30 PM

Manoj Kumar Ahirwar

Football

6:30 AM to 2:30 PM

Athar Waseem

Cricket

6:30 AM to 2:30 PM

Mukesh Kanaujia

Yoga & Taekwondo

6:30 AM to 2:30 PM

Abhishek Namdeo

Gym Instructor

4:00 PM to 9:00 PM

Zishan Khan
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